Riot Games has teamed up with Nike and air jordan 1 retro high og bio hack ahead of the 2020 League of Legends Championships. Together, they will release a collection comprising footwear, apparel, and jerseys inspired by the popular game. Leading the collaborative lineup is an Air Jordan 1 Zoom that is inspired by the World Championship trophy.

Following a two-part UNION collaboration, the air jordan 4 metallic red release date is preparing not only a retro of the beloved "Fire Red" colorway but also a women's exclusive dressed in the brand's newfound penchant for "Starfish" orange. Releasing first thing next year, the offering opens up 2021 with what is effectively the closest thing we'll ever see to a rendition of the now famous "Shattered Backboard" pairing. According to the mock-up pictured above, you can expect the titular shade to only appear in seldom as it highlights just the eye stays, inside tongue, and the topmost section of the midsole. Elsewhere Sail neutrals color in the leathers above as well as the cages at the vamp and profile; black plays along adjacent, dressing the branded patch at the tongue, the majority of the tooling, and the lining.

Inclusive of both the upcoming "What The" and "Oregon" pairs, Jordan Brand's plans for the air jordan 5 off white black most rely on past releases in some way. 2020 is poised to effectively set the trend with the aforementioned two, while 2021 explores it further with what is likely to be a true-to-form recreation of the "Raging Bull" colorway. Once a mainstay at the outlets, the pair has since garnered quite a bit of notoriety, selling for a sizable $1,000 USD on the resale market more recently. One can expect something near identical to the 2009 original pictured here, though possibly with some subtle upgrades to quality. Red suedes will dress the upper most certainly, accented by complementing cages and black eye stays, midsoles, and linings. Metallic silver tongues then finish with neutral Jumpman embroidery, "23" embellishes along the counter, and translucent synthetic outfits most of the tread.

Just as it did last Summer, the air jordan 11 low concord bred is set to make a huge splash next year, insiders revealing an upcoming "Legend Blue" colorway scheduled currently for just a bit down the road in April. According to the mock-up, the pair is quite simple as it follows the template of the original entirely in color. The titular cool tone accents not only the tread but also the tongue in darker shading, with only the Jumpman along the lateral being removed as a result of the lower ankle. Elsewhere, both white patent and smooth leather constructs the upper, the latter underneath and the former along the entire mudguard. Linings the contrast in a dark black, matching that of the inside tongue as well.
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